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 Quick-lock attachment onto endoscope eyepieceQuick-lock attachment onto endoscope eyepieceQuick-lock attachment onto endoscope eyepieceQuick-lock attachment onto endoscope eyepieceQuick-lock attachment onto endoscope eyepiece
 Interchangeable couplers with focus adjustmentInterchangeable couplers with focus adjustmentInterchangeable couplers with focus adjustmentInterchangeable couplers with focus adjustmentInterchangeable couplers with focus adjustment
 Integrated video processorIntegrated video processorIntegrated video processorIntegrated video processorIntegrated video processor
 TTTTTwo remote control kwo remote control kwo remote control kwo remote control kwo remote control keyseyseyseyseys
 Molded ULMolded ULMolded ULMolded ULMolded ULTEM bodyTEM bodyTEM bodyTEM bodyTEM body

 High sensitivity 1/3 inch EXview HAD CCDHigh sensitivity 1/3 inch EXview HAD CCDHigh sensitivity 1/3 inch EXview HAD CCDHigh sensitivity 1/3 inch EXview HAD CCDHigh sensitivity 1/3 inch EXview HAD CCDTMTMTMTMTM

 C-mount camera headC-mount camera headC-mount camera headC-mount camera headC-mount camera head
 2 meters length disconnectable cable2 meters length disconnectable cable2 meters length disconnectable cable2 meters length disconnectable cable2 meters length disconnectable cable
 Waterproof connector for TIVE 800 unitWaterproof connector for TIVE 800 unitWaterproof connector for TIVE 800 unitWaterproof connector for TIVE 800 unitWaterproof connector for TIVE 800 unit

Associated  to  the  TIVE 800  unit, compatible with theAssociated  to  the  TIVE 800  unit, compatible with theAssociated  to  the  TIVE 800  unit, compatible with theAssociated  to  the  TIVE 800  unit, compatible with theAssociated  to  the  TIVE 800  unit, compatible with the
extensive EFER line of specialized rigid endoscopes designedextensive EFER line of specialized rigid endoscopes designedextensive EFER line of specialized rigid endoscopes designedextensive EFER line of specialized rigid endoscopes designedextensive EFER line of specialized rigid endoscopes designed
for aero engine inspections, the MUCAM T800 camera bringsfor aero engine inspections, the MUCAM T800 camera bringsfor aero engine inspections, the MUCAM T800 camera bringsfor aero engine inspections, the MUCAM T800 camera bringsfor aero engine inspections, the MUCAM T800 camera brings
the   missing   "video  dimension"  to  traditional  visualthe   missing   "video  dimension"  to  traditional  visualthe   missing   "video  dimension"  to  traditional  visualthe   missing   "video  dimension"  to  traditional  visualthe   missing   "video  dimension"  to  traditional  visual
inspections.inspections.inspections.inspections.inspections.

CoCoCoCoConnected to EFER endoscopes incorporating rotatingnnected to EFER endoscopes incorporating rotatingnnected to EFER endoscopes incorporating rotatingnnected to EFER endoscopes incorporating rotatingnnected to EFER endoscopes incorporating rotating
measurement graticules, MUCAM T800 further enhances thismeasurement graticules, MUCAM T800 further enhances thismeasurement graticules, MUCAM T800 further enhances thismeasurement graticules, MUCAM T800 further enhances thismeasurement graticules, MUCAM T800 further enhances this
particularly efficient and repetit ive original measurementparticularly efficient and repetit ive original measurementparticularly efficient and repetit ive original measurementparticularly efficient and repetit ive original measurementparticularly efficient and repetit ive original measurement
technique.technique.technique.technique.technique.

 
ISO 13485 : 2003 ISO 9001 : 2008

Equipment  complies to standards
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EFER reserves the right to modify product specifications without notice

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIESACCESSORIESACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

Endoscopic objective lenses :
13 mm focal length Ref. OTWOTWOTWOTWOTW-13-ES-13-ES-13-ES-13-ES-13-ES
17 mm focal length Ref. OTWOTWOTWOTWOTW-17-ES-17-ES-17-ES-17-ES-17-ES
20 mm focal length Ref. OTWOTWOTWOTWOTW-20-ES-20-ES-20-ES-20-ES-20-ES
25 mm focal length Ref. OTVOTVOTVOTVOTV-25-ES-25-ES-25-ES-25-ES-25-ES
30 mm focal length Ref. OTVOTVOTVOTVOTV-30-ES-30-ES-30-ES-30-ES-30-ES
35 mm focal length Ref. OTVOTVOTVOTVOTV-35-ES-35-ES-35-ES-35-ES-35-ES

Unit Ref. TIVE-800TIVE-800TIVE-800TIVE-800TIVE-800
Light guide cable for endoscope
Light source

TECHNICAL FEATURESTECHNICAL FEATURESTECHNICAL FEATURESTECHNICAL FEATURESTECHNICAL FEATURES

REFERENCEREFERENCEREFERENCEREFERENCEREFERENCE
VocationVocationVocationVocationVocation
CCD sensor size
CCD sensor resolution
Remote control
Probe connection
Adaptor connection
Probe head waterproofing
Head dimensions (Dia./Length)
Cable length
Camera head weight

MUCAM-T800MUCAM-T800MUCAM-T800MUCAM-T800MUCAM-T800
Industrial endoscopyIndustrial endoscopyIndustrial endoscopyIndustrial endoscopyIndustrial endoscopy
1/3 inch EXview HADTM

470 000 pixels
2 keys
On TIVE 800 unit
C-mount standard
Fully immersible
30 mm / 100 mm
2 meters
80 gr

CAMERA PROBECAMERA PROBECAMERA PROBECAMERA PROBECAMERA PROBE

ENDOSCOPIC OBJECTIVE LENSESENDOSCOPIC OBJECTIVE LENSESENDOSCOPIC OBJECTIVE LENSESENDOSCOPIC OBJECTIVE LENSESENDOSCOPIC OBJECTIVE LENSES
Focal length
Focus adjustment
Endoscope connection
Camera connection

Depends on the model
Rotating ring
Quick lock diameter 32 mm standard
C-mount standard


